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For eonsCBS/AP) - Flying cars are all  the rage these days. Earlier in the week 
came word of a Dutch flying car, the PAL-V. Now, an American car-plane is 
making headlines for completing a successful test flight just days after its 
European competitor.

Woburn, Mass.-based Terrafugia Inc. said Monday that its prototype flying car 
has completed its first flight, bringing the company closer to its goal  of selling the 
flying car within the next year. The vehicle - dubbed the Transition - has two 
seats, four wheels and wings that fold up so it can be driven like a car.

Last month, it flew at 1,400 feet for eight minutes. Commercial  jets fly at 35,000 
feet.

Around 100 people have already put down a $10,000 deposit to get a Transition 
when they go on sale, and those numbers will likely rise after Terrafugia 
introduces the Transition to the public later this week at the New York Auto Show. 
But don't expect it to show up in too many driveways. It's expected to cost $279,000.

And it won't help if you're stuck in traffic. The car needs a runway.

The flying car has always had a special place in the American imagination. Inventors have been trying to make them since the 
1930s, according to Robert Mann, an airline industry analyst who owns R.W. Mann & Co. in Port Washington, N.Y.

But Mann thinks Terrafugia has come closer than anyone to making the flying car a reality. The government has already 
granted the company's request to use special tires and glass that are lighter than normal automotive ones, to make it easier for 
the vehicle to fly. The government has also temporarily exempted the Transition from the requirement to equip vehicles with 
electronic  stability control, which would add about six pounds to the vehicle. The Transition is currently going through a battery 
of automotive crash tests to make sure it meets federal safety standards.

Mann said Terrafugia was helped by the Federal  Aviation 
Administration's decision five years ago to create a separate set of 
standards for light sport aircraft. The standards govern the size and 
speed of the plane and licensing requirements for pilots, which are less 
restrictive than requirements for pilots of larger planes. Terrafugia says 
an owner would need to pass a test and complete 20 hours of flying 
time to be able to fly the Transition, a relatively low hurdle for pilots.

The Transition can reach around 70 miles per hour on the road and 115 
in the air, spokesman Steven Moscaritolo said. It flies using a 23-gallon 
tank of automotive fuel and burns 5 gallons per hour in the air. On the 
ground, it gets 35 miles per gallon.

Mann questions the size of the market for the Transition. The general 
aviation market has been in decline for two decades, he said, largely because of fuel  costs and the high cost of liability for 
manufacturers. Also, fewer people are learning how to fly.

"This is not going to be an inexpensive aircraft to produce or market," he said. "It has some uniqueness, and will get some 
sales, but the question is, could it ever be a profitable enterprise?"

Mann sees the western U.S. as the most likely market, where people could fly instead of driving long distances.

Terrafugia has been working on flying cars since 2006, and has already pushed back the launch once. Last summer the 
company said it would have to delay expected 2011 deliveries due to design challenges and problems with parts suppliers.

With the appearance in New York, the company hopes to attract the eye of customers as well as investors.

"We are introducing ourselves as a viable company to the automotive world," Moscaritolo said.

SMOKE SIGNALS
American flying car soars in test flight  - From cbsnews.com April 4, 2012 by Bally Johnson

http://www.cbsnews.com/8301-505164_162-57408324-10391734/video-dutch-flying-car-takes-maiden-flight/?tag=cbsContent;carouselBar
http://www.cbsnews.com/8301-505164_162-57408324-10391734/video-dutch-flying-car-takes-maiden-flight/?tag=cbsContent;carouselBar
http://www.cbsnews.com/8301-505164_162-57408324-10391734/video-dutch-flying-car-takes-maiden-flight/?tag=cbsContent;carouselBar
http://www.cbsnews.com/8301-505164_162-57408324-10391734/video-dutch-flying-car-takes-maiden-flight/?tag=cbsContent;carouselBar
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I want to thank Ed  Anderson of the LONG ISLAND SILENT FLYERS for rewriting his article, that recently 
appeared in the LISF Newsletter,for me to publish here in SMOKE SIGNALS. Although our two clubs 
use different types of power, we still need to control our craft and I think you will find Ed’s article not 
only informative but exciting. Ed is sending Part 2 which I will publish in next months Newsletter.

I  am in constant research mode.  One of my latest research projects has been to look into options that 
might lower the cost of upgrading your Fleet of planes and your radio from 72 MHz radios to 2.4 GHz  
This research is particularly for the benefit of newer pilots who may have started with an RTF and are 
now looking at their first computer radio.  This is also for pilots flying on 72 MHz who are considering 
moving to 2.4 GHz.

This will be the first in a two article series. This one is going to look at used 72 MHz radios vs. new 2.4 
GHz radios.  Part 2 will be about a new approach to radio systems based on an open source hardware/
software approach using the SkyFly TH9X, also marketed as the Turnigy 9X.  Watch for that next 
month.

There is a large market for used 72 MHz radios that are great radios and well worth owning. In some 
cases Hitec, Futaba, Airtronics and others simply took their 72 MHz radios and put 2.4 GHz systems in 
to bring them up to date.  If your radio is module based, or if you pick up a used 72 MHz radio that is 
module based, you can do the same.

RC computer radios are made up of two components.   The part that we think of as the radio is the box 
with the sticks and dials.  It houses the main circuit board which includes a processor that runs the 
menu program and translates stick and switch input into signals that are sent to the radio frequency, 
RF, section.  The RF section then transmits  this information to the receiver in the plane.  Some RF 
systems are one way and some systems are two way.  Two way RF systems enable telemetry back to 
the radio. 
 
Since the need to change channels went away when 2.4 GHz arrived, most new 2.4 GHz radios have 
the RF section built in so you cannot easily change it.  But many 72 MHz radios were module based so 
you could change from one 72 MHz channel to another to avoid channel conflict.  It is the module 
based nature of these 72 MHz radios that will allow us to easily upgrade them to 2.4 GHz to bring them 
into the modern age of radio control.  So let’s look at the economics.

The Hitec Optic 6 was a very popular module based 72 MHz computer radio that is also currently 
available as a 2.4 GHz radio.  It has enough mixing capability to meet the needs of most sport flyers.  If 
you purchased a new Optic 6 2.4 GHz radio today it would be $230 with 2 receivers.

Used you can find them for about $80 on 72 MHz.  You can add the Hitec 2.4 GHz upgrade module 
with 2 receivers for $115, which is pretty reasonable.  So a used radio plus module and 2 receivers is 
$195.   The $35 saving seems hardly worth it when you consider the new radio has 1 year warranty and 
the used radio is, well, used.  But more on this later.

Upgrading to 2.4 GHz - Part 1
Considering new vs. used options
By Ed Anderson, LISF
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If we were going to put 5 planes into the air, or convert 5 72 MHz planes to 2.4 the cost looks like this? 

New Optic 6 incl. 2 receivers + 3 more

230 + $130 for a three pack of 6 channel receivers =   $360

Used Optic 6

$195 + $130 = $325.  You save $35. – For that I would buy the new one unless you get a bunch of 72 
MHz receivers with the radio and plan to fly them too.

If you need a more capable radio with more mixing or more channels you might consider the very 
popular Futaba 9C Super which can be found used for about $200.   I fly the 9C Super which I have 
upgraded to Futaba FASST 2.4 GHz using Futaba modules. 
 
Looking at the Futaba line today we see the Futaba 8FG Super would be the new alternative to the used 
9C Super.   A new Futaba 8FG Super is $480 including 1 receiver.  So let’s add 4 7 channel receivers at 
$90 each and compare the economics of new vs. used.

480 + $360 = $840 for a new radio and 5 7 channel receivers to outfit 5 planes on 2.4 GHz. 

Used Futaba 9C Super, FASST module/receiver package and 4 receivers at $90 each.

$200 (radio) + $200 (FASST module pkg) + 360 = $760 – A saving of $80 over a new 8FG Super.  
Perhaps not enough to justify buying used based on the high cost of the Futaba FASST module/receiver 
package.   And the Futaba 8Fg offers more advanced features, so again I would go new for the $80 
difference.

THIRD PARTY 2.4 GHz MODULE SYSTEM

What if we go to a third party 2.4 GHz module and 
receiver system? There are several available, but 
research has  shown that the FrSky system, available for 
Futaba, Hitec and JR, is rock solid.  FrSky also offers an 
extensive line of telemetry products for their module 
based system.  Telemetry is something that you can’t get 
on the Optic 6 or the 8FG Super or a 9C with a FASST 
module. 
  
I have see many posts  by giant scale pilots, glider pilots, 
gas and glow pilots and electric pilots that say the FrSky 
system is  every bit as  good as Futaba’s FASST system 
but much less expensive.  The module and receiver package is $40 at HobbyKing and add on 6 
channel receivers are about $25.  Since we can put this FrSky module into a Hitec Optic 6 or Futaba 
9C let’s look at the numbers.
Hitec Optic 6 + FrSky module/receiver and 4 more6 channel receivers.  

!Photo shows Futaba 9C with FrSKY module
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Hitec Optic 6 + FrSky module/receiver and 4 more 6 channel receivers.  

$80 +$40 +$100 = $220.  That is  $140 less than the price of a new Optic 6, which is  enough to buy 5 
½ additional receivers to outfit the rest of the fleet or to spend on FrSky telemetry options.   
   
We see even better savings when we look at the Futaba set-up. Here we will select the Frsky module 
and 8 channel receivers which are about $30.

$200 + $40 + 120 = $369.   That is  a $480 less than a new Futaba 8FG Super.  That will buy you a 
LOT of extra receivers and 2 way telemetry options.  This could be a very attractive approach.   
 
Note in both the Hitec and Futaba cases a LOT of the savings comes from the lower cost of the 
receivers available as a result of using the FrSky module.  At a savings  of $20 to $60 per receiver that 
can really add up over a large number of planes.   And you gain the option to have telemetry, which the 
Hitec and Futaba do not have for these radios.

So, you ask, is  FrSky as good as Futaba 2.4 or Hitec 2.4?  According to RCModelReviews, and a host 
of owners who have posted on the forums, the answer is yes.  

The link below goes to a discussion on the Flying Giants forum that includes several posts by XJET.  In this case he 
is talking about the FlySky 9X radio but he is talking about it with the FrSky module system I discuss above.  His 
comments are quote revealing and typical of the reports I have received.  BTW, in part two of this series I will be 
talking about the FlySky 9X radio as an even lower cost radio option.

http://www.flyinggiants.com/forums/showthread.php?t=62466

Glider pilots talking about FrSky 
http://www.rcgroups.com/forums/showthread.php?t=1552991

RC Model Reviews - RFModule Shoot-out 
http://www.rcmodelreviews.com/2.4ghzshootout.shtml

Graphic Supplied by www.alofthobbies.com USA Distributor of FrSky products

http://www.flyinggiants.com/forums/showthread.php?t=62466
http://www.flyinggiants.com/forums/showthread.php?t=62466
http://www.rcgroups.com/forums/showthread.php?t=1552991
http://www.rcgroups.com/forums/showthread.php?t=1552991
http://www.rcmodelreviews.com/2.4ghzshootout.shtml
http://www.rcmodelreviews.com/2.4ghzshootout.shtml
http://www.alofthobbies.com/
http://www.alofthobbies.com/
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Two sources for the FrSky system are www.hobbyking.com or the US based www.alofthobbies.com.  
Hobby King may be a few dollars less on a couple of items but Aloft has much faster shipping.

Of course, if you read the forums you will find negative posts about FrSky.  But you can say the same 
for JR, Futaba, Hitec, Airtronics or Spektrum.  Based on my research of the major brands and the 
FrSky system, the positive reports far outweigh the negatives

The FrSky receivers are about ¼ to ½ the price of the comparable Hitec, Spektrum, Futaba and JR 
receivers.  When you take this into account the economics of upgrading a used 72 MHz module base 
radio to 2.4 GHz looks very attractive.  

WHAT DID YOU DO ED? 

You might ask why I did not go to the FrSky system when I moved my two Futaba 9C Supers from 72 
MHz to 2.4 GHz. The answer is that I did not know about how good it was  when I bought the Futaba 
FASST system.  I learned about the FrSky system while doing the research for the second article in 
this  series.  But by then I had already purchased two Futaba FASST modules  and four 7 channel 
receivers at a cost of $570.  

If I had purchased FrSky to upgrade my radios I would have spent $140 for the same two modules 
and four 8 channel receivers, saving $430.   It was that discovery that leads me to write this article so 
that you could make a more informed decision than I did. 

I will note that I am very happy with the Futaba FASST system.  It works great.  But I have already 
purchased one Orange (relabeled FrSky) FASST compatible receiver and plan to buy a couple of 
FrSky FASST compatible receivers as they are also getting excellent reviews. 

For all you JR/Spektrum 2.4 users, FrSky also has a line of DSM2 receivers that also get very good 
reports.  A 7 channel Spektrum AR7010 costs $90 or $60 more than the FrSky 8 channel receiver.

So, you have to ask yourself if you would be comfortable trusting your aircraft to a third party 2.4 GHz 
system.  Only you can make that decision.  Many pilots have put Spektrum 2.4 GHz modules  in their 
non-Spektrum radios.  I have a Spektrum module for my Futaba 9C Super.  Hitec markets their 
Spectra 2.4 modules for Futaba and JR radios.  And many Futaba pilots used Hitec Spectra 72 MHz 
synth modules in their radios.  So using third party modules is not new.  There are probably a dozen 
makers of 2.4 GHz modules for our radios.

I have provided references from reviews and pilots about the FrSky system and I have plenty more, 
but you have to make the decision.   Every launch is an act of faith and every landing a moment of 
relief.  What makes you comfortable is what you should do.
 
I will close this article on this note, whether you fly JR, Futaba, Spektrum, Hitec, Airtronics  FrSKY or 
something else, no one will guarantee you won’t have a problem.  And none of them will reimburse 
you for a crashed plane.  So, you fly at your own risk no matter which system you use.  

Clear Skies and Safe Flying!

http://www.hobbyking.com
http://www.hobbyking.com
http://www.alofthobbies.com
http://www.alofthobbies.com
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Submitted by Russell Rhine
AILERON DIFFERENTIAL: WHY IT’S SO IMPORTANT AND HOW TO SET IT UP

For years, depending on the model setup, modelers often used 
offset servo output arms and bell-cranks to achieve differential 
aileron movement. Today, however, using separate aileron servos 
and the aileron differential program menu in your computer radio 
has greatly simplified the task. But before we take a closer look, 
let’s first check out the mechanics of our model during a turn or a 
roll to understand why aileron differential is so important.

AERODYNAMICS

Typically, most models are set up with amounts of elevator (pitch 
up and down) and rudder (yaw left and right) control surface 
movements. But when it comes to ailerons, equal amounts of up 
and down (roll left and right movement), can cause the model to 
yaw in the wrong direction. Here’s why: When the ailerons are at their neutral positions, the lift 
and drag produced by each wing panel is equal and the model tracks straight ahead. But when 
a model has ailerons that move in equal amounts both up and down, the amount of drag (and 
lift) created by  wing panel with the down aileron becomes greater than the one with the up 
aileron. The panel with the aileron pointing downward moves up because it creates more lift. 
The opposite panel goes down (less lift) and causes the model to back toward the up aileron. 
But here’s the rub! Because of the increased drag caused by the upward motion, that down 
aileron wing panel also slows down; this causes the model’s nose to yaw in the opposite 
direction of the roll. The model yaws nose right in a left-hand bank/turn. This condition is 
known as adverse yaw. Without aileron differential, most airplanes require a certain amount of 
coordinated rudder to prevent, or at least minimize, adverse yaw while the model is banking 
through a turn. For sport and scale planes, this can be done manually or with a program mix-

however, it won’t work in all types of flight 
conditions.

HIGH-PERFORMANCE PLANES 

This adverse yaw thing is also an important 
consideration while flying aerobatic planes. 
Aerobatic pilots need to set up their models to 
react in pure yaw, roll and pitch motions. During 
a roll (whether it’s executed on a horizontal or 
vertical line), the model must roll axially without 
its nose yawing or wandering off the straight line 
of flight. Aileron differential helps keep the 
model’s tracking straight.
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AILERON DIFFERENTIAL: WHY IT’S SO IMPORTANT AND HOW TO SET IT UP

YOUR MODEL IS EXPERIENCING ADVERSE YAW IF:

The model skids through turns.

The tail drops during a turn. 

The nose swings out of the turn.

It’s very difficult to roll your model in a straight line.

Even with high-speed jets and race planes, 
correcting adverse yaw with aileron differential is 
much better than relying only on coordinated rudder 
mixing. If speed is the ultimate goal, then minimizing 
drag is key. Less rudder deflection equals less drag. 
Fine-tuning your model for maximum performance is 
easier if you know what to look for and how to 
correct it. If you can’t use coordinated rudder to 
correct adverse yaw, then aileron differential is the 
way to go. Using your radio’s programming is the 
easiest way to get the job done.

HOW TO USE A PROGRAM MENU

Install dual aileron servos. One connected to the aileron port and the other in the Aux.1 
port.  Make sure the aileron servo moves in the proper direction.

Activate the flaperon wing type or, depending on your radio system, the dual aileron 
function.  Install and connect the ailerons and control linkages.

Start with 30% to 40% differential (down aileron 
30 or 40% less than up).

If differential mix is backwards (more down than 
up), reverse the servo connections by switching 
the aileron and Aux. 1 servo leads.

Adjust the differential percentage after flying the 
model. Land the model before making 
adjustments and test fly again.
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Photographs by Marc Trager
2012 CRADLE OF AVIATION - 7TH ANNUAL MODEL EXPO

The 7th Annual Model Expo was held at the Cradle of Aviation Museum this past March 31st and April 1st. It 
is a fun happening  that  is not just for us hobbyists but for children of all ages. If you missed it this year you 
should put it on your calendar and plan to attend the 2013 event. The pictures below are just a small 
sampling of what the Model Expo has to offer and the Meroke RC Club participation.
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Hope 1 got it’s power from Nelson Ramos and Charlie Lando who 
retrofitted the Bird over the winter at the build club. Nelson Ramos flew 
his Radian Pro in the competition with his sidekick Lou Pinto timing and 
launching for Nelson. The Meroke’s were well represented by our 
intrepid pilots and their co-pilots.

This is what trevor Ignatosky, President of the Long Island Silent Flyers 
had to say: 
“When I arrived at the field for the ALES contest today I was pleasantly 
surprised to see so many people setting up.  We usually only get 
turnouts like this when we host the Eastern Soaring League (ESL) 
contests.  It was good to see the Merokes there, and with two sailplanes at that.  
 Not knowing what the contest results are, yet, I can still say, from what I saw, you guys did well.  It was fun 
having you in the contest and I think just having you there got more of our guys out on the field.  You are a 
pleasant bunch to fly with.”  

As you can tell a great day was had by all! 

The Meroke Club Bird of Time took flight once again this time with power 
at the Long Island Silent Flyers ALES contest this past April 28th. With 
pilot Phil Friedensohn  at the controls and Russell Rhine as timer and 
hand launcher.
Hope 1 did us proud with four successful flights.

FROM ED ANDERSON’ Contest CD LISF:

 LISF President, Trevor Ignatosky, Co-CDs John Caramanga and Ed Anderson would like to thank everyone for 
participating in LISF’s first ALES contest...
 The day was clear, with a bit more wind than would be ideal, but certainly flyable. There was concern that, having 
rescheduled from last week we would have a poor turnout. But as cars rolled in it became clear this was going to be a 
great day of flying and fun.
  We ended up with 16 pilots. Neither of the CDs flew as we were busy making sure this first ALES experience went 
smoothly.  But you can be sure we will be flying next time. 

First 
Name Last Name

Contest 
Score

Overall 
Score Overall

George Hill 4130.00 100.00 1

Peter Nicholson 3774.62 91.40 2

Dimitri Katramatos 3738.91 90.53 3

Michael Lavelle 3581.35 86.72 4

Bob Anderson 3526.47 85.39 5

Paul Zink 3277.93 79.37 6

Marc Gottlieb 3150.07 76.27 7

Frank Strommer 3137.42 75.97 8

Ron Macklin 2822.18 68.33 9

Ralph Gittleman 2695.42 65.26 10

Trevor Ignatosky 2388.51 57.83 11

Alan Cross-Hansen 2185.57 52.92 12

Joe Albrecht 1711.83 41.45 13

Phil Freidensohn 1708.73 41.37 14

Nelson Ramos 1323.45 32.04 15

Larry Margolin 808.99 19.59 16

  We flew four flight groups each with 4 pilots. The contest started 
around 10 am and was finished around 1:30. The pace was smooth and 
unrushed as co-CD John Caramanga ran the flight line.  Pete Nicholson 
and Ed Anderson handled the scoring.  Occasionally we did have to hunt 
down a pilot who was too engaged in the social aspects of the contest to 
realize it was their turn to fly, but that wasn’t a problem.
  Some pilots were seasoned contest veterans and some were 
pretty new. Pilots were flying stock Radian’s, Radian Pros, scratch and kit 
built woodies and moldies. Wing spans ranged from from 2 meters to 3.5 
meters. And, while experience always shows, we were very very 
impressed with how well many of our newer pilots did. And we were 
honored that pilots from the Merokes, chose to come fly with us.  For 
many, this was their first contest experience. If end of day comments are 
to be believed, it sounded like everyone had a good time.  (For those 
who don’t know, the Merokes are our brothers of the Nassau County 
Flying Permit.)
  We had one plane lost in the woods. Hopefully it will be found. 
We had one plane damaged in the pits by a clumsy foot, but the repair 
should be quick and easy. A few planes needed some adjustments or 
light repairs between rounds.  However, overall the flying was top notch 
with safety and courtesy being exhibited by everyone...
 We had one flight were everyone hit big lift. The round was won 
by one of our newer pilots, with a perfect 10 minutes.  For that round 9:30 
was the bottom of the heap. Yet, 9:30 would have won almost every 
round for the rest of the day, but not that one.
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MAY 3, 2012

Club Meeting - Show and Tell

Raffle will include a HABU as first prize

MAY 5 & 6, 2012
NoreastCon 2012 Scale Model Show and 
Contest

American Airpower Museum
1230 New Highway

Farmingdale, NY 11735

MAY 17, 2012
Club Meeting

MAY 19, 2012

“Come  Fly with Us”

Lufbery Aerodrome - 9:00 am - 3:00 pm          

Please  Volunteer...your help is needed!
MAY 20, 2012

Top Gun - Lufbery Field

May 3    Sal Richichi
May 6    Henry Ortiz
May 6    Ron Berg
May 6    Tom Cott
May 22   Ernest Herzog
May 23   Harvey Schwartz
May 31    Robert Henken
May 31    Dennis Osik

Send all suggestions to:
newsletter@meroke.com

CALENDAR BIRTHDAYS

ATTENTION ALL PILOTS
DO NOT I REPEAT DO NOT FLY AT THE LUFBERY 
AERODROME AT CEDAR CREEK PARK UNLESS THERE IS A 
CONTROLLER PRESENT. A CERTIFIED CONTROLLER MUST 
BE PRESENT AT THE FIELD IN ORDER FOR YOU TO FLY 
SAFELY. PLEASE COMPLY!

When you obtained your 2012 flying permit you were given “The Rules and 
Regulations for the Radio Control Aerodrome at Cedar Creek Park”. I am 
reprinting portions of that document below and if you look at your copy you will see 
that under the heading GENERAL AERODROME RULES - The #1 rule states “No 
flying is permitted without a field controller or flight examiner present.”  

mailto:newsletter@meroke.com
mailto:newsletter@meroke.com

